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IBTRODUCTIQH
The only known method of separating the lithium iso¬
topes completely is electromagnetic separation with a mass
spectrograph.

However, the ordinary spectrograph designed

for mass analysis has & very small ion current, of the or-

-10
der of 10

amperes, and it would require an unreasonably

long time to collect even the small quantities of the iso¬
topes 'required for nuclear disintegration experiments*

There

are reports .in the literature of two successful attempts to
build spectrographs of relatively high intensity*
Shire, Oliphant, and Orowther

(1)

have built two very

simple spectrographs of the crossed electric and magnetic
field type*

With the more successful of the two they were

7
able to collect Li

with an ion current of 5 microamperes,

but due to difficulties in collection, the samples obtained
were of the order of only a few tenths of a micrograa*

(S)
Smythe, Bmabaugh, and West

have built two spectro¬

graphs in which the separation depends on the action of a
magnetic field alone*

The second of these, though fairly

elaborate, is quite successful and operates at a current
of 100 microamperes*

The Smythe spectrograph was built

primarily to isolate the radioactive Isotope of potassium,
but It has been used to collect a few one microgram samples

Rumbaugh

of the lithium isotopes*

(S)

trograph of this type

*

has built a third spec-

Though no complete description

of the instrument has been published, it apparently differs
fro® the Smythe spectrograph in no essential detail*

The

Bmabaugh spectrograph separates the lithium isotopes at the
rate of 100 micrograms per hour*

The spectrograph described is this paper was desiglied
by Mr. John Evans of The Bice Institute Physics Department.
✓

It differs from the Smyth© instrument in the use of a new
and Much simpler form of the magnetic lens, and is much less
expensive to construct and. operate.

The ion current inten¬

sities obtained so far have been less than those of the
Smyth© spectrograph, but it is believed that these can be
increased considerably.
THEORY

(*)
W. B. Stephens

has developed the theory of velocity

focussing of electrons in a sector-shaped magnetic field
and has calculated the resolution that can be expected from
a given magnetic lens for particles emitted from a point
source.

The following calculations extend his work to cover

the focussing of a parallel beam of charged particles emitted
from an extended source. ■
In fig. 1, the Y-axis and the line y=.\Jsk define the
boundaries of a 30 degree wedge-shaped magnetic, field, the field
extending up out of the paper.

Positive ions moving with

a uniform velocity v in a parallel beam of width if enter
the field normally.

Let is be the mass of an ion with a

charge © in e.m.u., and let fi be the field strength.

In-

the magnetic field the ion travels 'along an arc of a circle
of radius

Q,

where

^-mv/Ee,

Denote the coordinates of the

points A'*, A,f> and A by XA=XA,-=XA?,0J yA*B, yA,= B-f,
p

yAjt-R + f.

ThewpatioB of the arc AB is then

o

p

x%(y+&)%. qr,

where P= Q-S.

The coordinates of the point B can be found

by substituting

y= $3x

in this expression for AB, and

isaowtog these coordinates and the slope of JIB at the point. B,
one can find the coordinates of the .point D, the point at
which ions entering the field at A.cross the X-axis:
X

B "

" P' ')**♦

.Similarly, ions entering the field at

M.n

travel along the are A!1Bn of the circle x^-+- (ya-P- f)^
n

in . the field, and cross the X-axis.'-at D s

(aj -f^-2Pf)s,

The-coordinates of the point D!, the point at which ions,
entering the .field at Af cross the X-axis can he found fey
substituting -f for +f in the expression for xr!l:
xD f - (xjjj - f - 2Pf) !

Let S|>(Q)

=

Xp» _ xpt, the width of the

pattern into which ions with the same value of

q

on the X-axis,; it is, of course, a function of Q,

are focussed
Expanding

the square root .and neglecting second order terms, the
expression for Sf(Q) IS

VQ)_-LHMp-srr-^/o.
When Q= R, P = 0, and x^n^
the X-axis is now x^-x^n-

The width

&g

^i4e width of the pattern on

neglecting second order terms

of the beam as it crosses the 1—axis is given

approximately fey Sf (u)sin(30) = f2/8R.
width into which the

This is the minimum

ion beam can be focussed and is the

theoretical limit of the focussing obtainable with & 50 cieg.
magnetic lense, assuming no gas scattering ana neglecting
the defocussing effect of space charge, which may be a large
effect In a high intensity mass spectrograph.

One can cal¬

culate the equation for the boundaries of a magnetic field
that would give theoretically perfect focussing at d, i.e*,
eliminate the f2/SS spread.

If x = 0 is the entrant edge of

the f ield, the emergent edge must have form, x(x - SR) sy(R®-X^)^#

The first spectrograph, built by Smythe, Bumbaugh, and West
employed a lens of this form*

Though the spectrograph never

worked properly* they report that the failure was not due to
(S)
this choice of the magnetic Isas shape
*
In practical applications focussing of the sharpness
defined above will not be attained because of non-uniformity
in both direction and magnitude of the velocity of the in¬
cident ions-*

Considering only ions incident normally at A*

those of mass

a

and velocity v will be focussed at d when

Q = B, while those with the same mass but velocity v + av will
be focussed at X^CQ)* where Q = m(v + av)/He*
of the-image on the X-axis is x^(o) - x^*

The width 8

v

substituting the

expressions found above for ^ and ^ and neglecting Second
order terms after expansion

-ZR = *^p“
where P=. Q - B _ mav/He*

The width S*v of the image in the

focal plane, i*e*, a plane through d and parallel to the
rear edge of the magnetic field is approximately S^sin(30) =

S^v/2 - P - p2/8q*
The spread in the image due- to ions that enter the
magnetic field' at an angle oi. to the normal can be calcu¬
lated by the same procedure used previously*

The -equation

of the arc ,&F is .

(x -v

Q^

f\

i^s * 9 -

Q^

* y~ - &

If d. is small enough that sin(cO = tam(oQ- &, the first order
approximation for xc is

Xc-aa

~^%r& ~

^

Ihen Q - R, then X£ -£B-4Bo(, and S^, the width of the image
due to non-uniformity in direction is S^-

- xc •= 4Bc(j the width

Y

f\Gr X

in the focal plane S|* - SHa*
To find the separation between the center of the images
formed by ions of different mass, consider a mixture of two
or more kinds of ions that are accelerated through a potential
drop V*

As will^the bhse in actual practice, suppose that

some value of H and E is given, and V is varied until the ions
of mass m are focussed on a collecting slit at d*
conditions are fulfilled, R = mvffi/He*
and velocity T>t , « = »•*,,/ He.

When these

For particles-of"mass m*

Since

-Ltvw'\jec^= i
YVV

WATJ1

'W'W -= ^ %Y\ T' '
R - CDTDT** , (CCD \\
He
\<VY\ '

\-\

<5

Q
v m
'

The separation between the centers of the two images on the
X-axis is approximately x^(q) - x^ - 2Q - PV-4Q - SB = 2P- P^/4Q,
where P = Q - H = H[_

'l] -

In the spectrograph described in this paper, the beam
width is limited to 8 cm = 2f, and R =• 24 cm*

p. ■

The theoretical

^

minimum image width is f '/SR - 0*08 cm,
The.separation between the center of the images formed’
by the isotopes of lithium (masses 6 and
substituting m'=.6 and

m’

7)

can he found by

= 7 in the expression directly above*

The separation along the X-axis is 3*7 cm*

The separation in

the focal plane is Just one half of this*
The non-uniformity in velocity of the ions is due to the
initial thermal velocity with which the ions are emitted from
the heated filament*

The velocity of the thermions follows

a Maxwellian distribution, so that 78 per cent of the ions will
have an initial velocity less than twice the most probable
-

&

velocity or 2(2kT/m) , where T is the absolute temperature of the
filament, and k is Boltzmann * s constant .

Since the ions

7

■

-

are emitted in ail directions from the filament, some will
have an initial velocity in. the direction of the accelerat¬
ing field* some in the opposite direction, so that nv =
± 2(2&T/m)^«

Substituting tv -

4(2KT/m)i

in the expression

for S*v gives the width of the image into which actually
more than 78 percent of the Ions will: be focussed, since
components of thermal velocity parallel'to the lines of
flux of the magnetic field do not contribute to the width
of the image*
of 1500 K.

The filament is operated in the neighborhood

11th H set at 960 gauss, this gives a width

£>av - G«5G cm*.
Since the thermal emmission from the filament is in all
directions, some of the ions will have an initial velocity
component along' the filament (along the Y-axis in fig* 1.).
The ratio of this velocity component to the velocity the ion
acquires in falling through the accelerating- field is tan. csL
if ol is the angle between the X-axis and the direction of the
final ion velocity as it enters the field.

For ions with an

initial velocity 2(2kT/m)% parallel to the filament
\

» ^
_ n (iKT
(v
~
R.v\ e/w.
~
R\Ae
Substituting the values of the constants of the spectrograph,
_

2. (XYCT/NV*)

with H-960 gauss, we obtain S{^-4§oi^0,4 (A)^> where A is
the mass number of the ion*

The width of the pattern in the

focal plane is B^/2, but since ©(.may be either positive or
negative, 0*4

(A)*

is the total width of the pattern.

Since

but a small fraction of the ions will have such a large init-

6
ial velocity component parallel to the filament, the Id
age may be expected to be less than 1 cm wide.

im¬

8-
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DBSCBIPTKB OF THE APPARATUS

The ion source and'electrostatic accelerating bars are
mounted in a rectangular box (inside dimensions 8.5
10.5 cm) at the left in fig. 3.

x

19.5

x

A slot in one end of the box

admits the ions into the gap between the pole pieces..

Hie

collector is mounted at the end of a 50 cm length of brass
tube (inside diasu 4**) that-projects off the chamber contain¬
ing the pole pieces*

The ion source assembly is fixed to one

wall of the box that can be removed to replace filaments.
The cylindrical chamber can be removed from the end of the
tube to sake adjustments in the collector*

Connection to a

single stage oil diffusion pump is made at the bottom of the
box*

Three glass windows in one wall enable one to observe

the color of the heated filament for temperature measurements.
Electrical connection to the various electrodes are ac.de
through Kovar vacuum tight insulated lead-ins.

All metal

parts are of brass;, the insulators are of porcelain, and the
vacuum' seal gaskets.are of rubber.
Hie Ion Source.

The lithium ions are emitted from a

platinum wire or ribbon coated with Beta-Eueryptite
(lhig0*iAlg0g*2Si0g), whose preparation and thermionic prop©riles have been described by Blewett and Jones

.

The

Beta-Bueryptite is ground -fine and applied to the filament as
a water paste, and the filament is activated by heating it
for.a few minutes well above the melting point of the com¬
pound (130$° G) after which it can be operated at about 1300°0.
The filament F is fastened between short lengths of copper
rod held in place by insulated bushings in projections at

9-
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the top and bottom of plate B as shown.

A spring fastened

to the upper rod maintains a tension on the filament to Keep
it straight as it expands on heating.

Plate 0, with a ver¬

tical slit 10.7 cm long and 5 mm wide is supported in frontof file filament with the slit centered on the filament*' the
distance between the filament and the slit can fee varied toy
bending the copper rods that .hold the filament slightly.
The potential between plates B and C and the filament can toe
varied with the potentiometer circuit shown .in fig. 4.
The four accelerating fears A, 8M long and lft wide, are
fastened toy insulating supports to the walls of the box*'

The

gap between opposite bars is 1 cm, spacing between adjacent
bars is 5 mm, and the distance between the first bars' and
plate G Is & mm.

With a difference in potential between the

front.pair of bars and the rear pair, the bars form an elec¬
trostatic lens to focus the ion. bears on the gap between the
pole pieces.
The■ positive accelerating' voltage is applied to the fil¬
ament while the-Case and pole pieces1 are grounded.

Plates B

and C can be varied from zero‘to 45 v with respect to the
filament..

The voltage on each accelerating bar can toe- varied

independently from zero to 160 v above ground*
A soft iron sheet (cot shown) is wrapped around the box
containing the ion source to shunt the stra> field' from the

magnet-and keep the space between the ion source and.the pole
pieces as-nearly field free as possibl sureaants with
a search coil and fluaaaeter showed that without this shield¬
ing the leakage into-the area was as high as 100 .gauss when
the magnetic field was set at 800 gauss.

no
*2>

«

f

The Magnetic Field,

The cross section dimensions of the

pole pieces are shown in fig. 2.

In calculating the dimen¬

sions of the field, one gap width (3/8n) is adued to both
edges to allow for fringing of the field.
are

Bn

She pole pieces

thick, and made from two thickness of

plate 1® thick.

S&E

1020 boiler

The walls of the chamber in which the pole

pieces are mounted are only 1/32M thick.

The spectrograph is

so supported that the brass chamber fits snugly between the
pole pieces of the permanent magnet, and the spectrograph
pole pieces are centered in line between the pole pieces of
the permanent magnet with only the thin bras^ walls separat¬
ing them.

The permanent magnet used is the cobalt steel

magnet of She Bice Institute Physics Department, which has
pole pieces four inches square.

The residual field of the

permanent magnet can be varied by passing a current through
magnetizing coils.
The Collector.
horizontal slit

&i

The deflected ions are focussed on a
in the circular brass disc £ that closes

off the end of the tube.

The distance between the edge of

the pole pieces and the disc is 42 cm*

The slit is 2,5 cm

long; long enough so that the ends extend into the shadows
the pole pieces cast on the disc in the ion beam.

Blits of

several widths have been used, from 0.5 am to 5 mm.

Bach

dimension of silt Sg located 6 mm behind

larger

than the corresponding dimension of

is 2

so that all the ions

that go through 8^ will go through Sg and fall on the collec¬
tor P, a brass disc l5’ in diameter.
and P is 1 cm.

The distance between S

She two slits and the collecting plate are

insulated from the case and can be held at different potentials

with respect to each other*

The current between P and

ground is measured with an EGA Ultra-Sensitive Meter with a
full scale deflection of 0*02 microamperes*
Electrical. System*

To supply the.stable accelerating

voltage the stabilized rectifier shown in., fig, 4 was con¬
structed.

The rectifier, itself is a full wave voltage doubler

with a maximum output of 75 milliampares at 8,000 volts, • The
voltage stabilizer is essentially, a degenerative amplifier of

(6)

the type described by Sunt and Hictiaan

*

Application of

this simple stabilizer design to relatively high voltages
was made .possible by the availability, of radar transmitting
triod.es (Tg and Tg) with a maximum plate voltage rating of
15.000 volts*
mode % and resistors Bj, %> and Eg, fora a transcon¬
ductance bridge that maintains a constant voltage drop, across
Eg*

Thus .any fluctuation .in the regulated output voltage

appears on the grid of Tg, where it is amplified and applied,
to the,, grid of 3%> but with a.180 degree phase shift, so that
the voltage drop between the plate and cathode of fg varies
in such a way as to minimise the variation in the stable out¬
put voltage, . The stable output voltage can be varied by the
potentiometer P, (in the low voltage circuit), from. 8,000 v to
5.000 v, and this range can be shifted either down or up to
as high as 8,000 v by changing the value of R5 and replacing
one.or more of the VR-lSG’s with VR-105!s.
The stabilization, obtained with this stabilizer is very
good*

Since the load is essentially constant, the stabili¬

sation corrects for variations in the AC line voltage, changes
which are fairly small, but are, of course, multiplied in the
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step-Up transformer*

With the stabilized output set at 3000 v,

a 2000 v increase in the input to the stabilizer produces only
a 15 v increase in the output*

Ho attempt has been made to

measure the internal impedance of the stabilizer} it is* how¬
ever** sufficiently low that there is no noticeable drop in the
output voltage between no load (spectrograph filament cold)
and full load (spectrograph filament hot)*
The only difficulty encountered in the construction of
this voltage supply was in obtaining a transformer to heat
the filament of T3* rated at' 10 v, 10 amp*

lo such transfor¬

mer with' a secondary winding insulated for 8000 v is avail¬
able commercially* •

The transformer wound here overheats after

several hours operation so that the insulating wax- runs out*
The voltages for the various electrodes in the ion source
are furnished by batteries* as shorn in the diagram (fig. 4)*
The spectrograph filament is usually heated with AC* the fil¬
ament voltage control transformer (Variae) is insulated for
10*000 v to isolate the accelerating voltage which is applied
directly to the filament*
OPERATION AMD RESULTS

U
- To measure the separation between the Li

y

and Li

ions* the

current to the collector is measured for different accelerating
voltages*

A plot of the ion current as a function of the aeeel-

veltage or mass' number (resolution curve);shows peaks at the
masses of the various ions present*

She voltage scale is con¬

verted to a mass scale by assuming that the most prominent peak

7
near the calculated voltage for the Li -

7*

then

A -7E^/Ea, where E7

peak is at mass position

is the accelerating voltage

15-
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iy
for the Li
number iu

peak and E^ is the voltage corresponding to mass
The resolution of the lithium peaks that has been

obtained so far is not sufficient to enable us to collect

samples of the isotopes,

She following sections discuss the•

steps taken to isolate the causes of the poor resolution.
Extraneous Ions,

Gccassionally resolution curves have

been, obtained which indicate that failure to resolve the lith¬
ium peaks completely is due to the presence of a complex ion '
with a.©ass to charge ratio of about 8*5.
peak shows up quite prominently.
traneous ions present.

In curve I this

There are also other ex¬

The. Li® peak, is quite often higher

than if should be, as in curve II; the natural abundance-of
*

Li

is only tf.R per cent,.

in

Hie two well resolved- peaks at

mass 5.0 and 4*7 show up quite regularly (curve III).
/

The

height of these extraneous peats is not stable .and say- vary
considerably in the subsequent runs taken twenty minutes
apart.

Hardy they are altogether absent and lithium peaks

of.the correct proportions are obtained (curve

W).

The

only consistent tread observed in the behavior of these peaks
is that their height, relative to the lithium peaks, increases
with the temperature of the filament.

This may be due to an

increase in the gas pressure in the spectrograph that accom¬
panies an increase in the filament temperature.
We have not. yet definitely determined the origin or
nature of these extraneous ions.

-They are probably due to

hydrocarbon vapors from the pusp oil ionised by contact with
the hot filament or by collision with lithium ions,

After the

spectrograph has been operated for several hours a dark ver¬
tical band appears on the disc D in the collector, the edges

of the hand defined by the shadow of the pole pieces.

The

major constituent of the band is not lithium* because it is
not affected by dilute hydrochloric or nitric acid*

Two

possible .substances that could. get into the spectrograph and
would show up at these musses are doubly ionised carbon at
mass 6 and a doubly ionized GH molecule at mass 6.5.

However*

it seems unlikely that, the doubly, charged ion would show up
in such abundance when -the .corresponding singly charged Ion
is not present in detectable amounts*

It is difficult to

conceive of an ionisation process that would produce only
doubly charged ions*

..The ionization of & vapor fey contact

with a hot surface is proportional to .exp (vi - V)* where
1 is the work function of the surface and.? is the ionization

(8)

potential of the vapor.

This theoretical expression has

been cheeked experimentally only for singly charged ions.
If it applies, to doubly charged ions as well* one would ex¬
pect the formation of doubly charged ions to be accompanied
by the formation of singly-1 charged ions in much greater abun¬
dance* since the second 'ionization potential is higher than
the first*

If the doubly charged, ions were' produced by lith¬

ium ions that had fallen through several hundred volts of the
accelerating. field-* one - would expec t. single ionisation ■ from
lithium ions of lower energy*

Bo .satisfactory -explanation

of the extraneous, peaks on the basis of multiple ionisation
has been found *
Another possibility is- that the. extraneous peaks are due
to ©etastable ions* ionised polyatomic molecules that.are un¬
stable but hold together long enough for the ion to fall
through part or all of the accelerating field before it breaks
up into a charged particle and an uncharged particle*

If the

-18-

metastable ion falls through .ali of the accelerating field
and breaks up before it enters the magnetic field, the charg-

2

ea particle will appear in the mass spectrum. at, mass If /& ,
t$*sre M is the mass of- the charged particle and

(9)

mass of the metastable ion

.

M

°

is the

Metastable ions are thought

to he responsible for the appearance of peaks at non-integral
masses .in the spectrum of H, H, and most of the hydrocarbon
gasses, a phenomenon well known in those spectrographs where
.ionisation is produced by electron impact-

Shore is

no.

record

of ©etastabl© thermions haring been, observed,
Very little is known about the factors.that influence
the formation and dissociation of met&stable ions,

(10)

omythe

has .reported an increase in the sise of the hydrogen peak at
mass 1/S with pressure in the spectrograph.

Hippie,

found

a. critical dependence of -metastable ionisation on the, length
of time an ion, spent in the ion' source, i«e*, on the. drawing
out voltage in the customary electron bombardment, source*

He

was. also able to get rid of the metastable ions, using a Her
%

type spectrograph similar to ours, by Grounding the Ion source
and operating the analyser, at, a high negative accelerating
potential, instead of .operating the ion source at & high pos¬
itive voltage.
We have been able.to. reduce the si-sc of the peaks at
mass § and 4,7 by installing

m

oil vapor trap, cooled with

dry ice .and alcohol, between the.pump and the spectrograph*
fhe extraneous ions that appear in curves run. after the trap
had been installed may be due to oil vapor that had condensed
on the cool walls inside the spectrograph, before the trap was
put In* rather than to failure of the trap to condense oil vapor.

19-
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Gas Scattering*

The best vacuum that can be maintained

in the spectrograph with a single stage oil diffusion pump is
-5
about 2 x 10
mm Hg, measured with a Western Electric D-79510
Ionization Tube*

With the spectrograph filament at its oper¬

ating temperature, it gives off enough las to raise the pressure
-5
to about 5 x 10
mm Hg* Assuming that the free path of an
ion is the same as the free path of an uncharged molecule, the

(11)

mean free path at this latter pressure should be about ISO cm
or twice the distance that the ion travels between the ion source
and the collector*

Since 40% of the particles are scattered by

collision before they travel a distance equal to one half the
mean free path, it was felt that gas scattering might be caus¬
ing defocussing of the ion beam and consequent poor resolution*
To determine the effect of gas scattering on the sharpness of
focus, a fluorescent screen was devised with which one can
see directly the images formed by the ions*

Fluorescent screens

prepared by painting the phosphor on a half-silvered glass
surface and on a fine wire mesh proved unsatisfactory be¬
cause of the positive charge that accumulates on the screen*
The screen finally used utilizes the secondary electrons knocked
out by the Ions*

The chamber containing the collector was

removed from the tube and a jglass plate §” thick was fastened
across'the end of the tube with Apiezon *Q* wax*
the glass is only about one centimeter out of

The surface of

the focal plane*

The inside surface of the glass was coated with an organic
phosphor supplied by the Patterson Screen Co., Towanda, Pennsyl¬
vania, the exact composition of the phosphor is not known*

A

circular piece of copper window screen of the same diameter as

20-
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the tubs, is supported 2 mm above the coated surgace and grounded
to the walls of the tube*

Positive ion’s that striae the non¬

conducting coated surface build up a large positive charge on
the glass which attracts secondary electrons knocked out of
the screen by the ions that hit it*

The fluorescent image is

readily' visible in a dimly lighted room*

The vertical, edges

of the Images observed, defined by the shadow of the pole
pieces, are quite sharp and straight, and would seem to indicate
that .gas scattering and space charge' produce very little spread¬
ing of the ion beam*
Stray Magnetic Helds .and. Non-Uniformity of the Field.
In order that the magnetic lens focus properly, the field
between the pole- pieces must be uniform*

Ho. attempt has been

made to map the magnetic field with a search coil because of
the inaccessibility of the narrow gap between the pole pieces#
However, resolution curves have been run- when the. ion beam
was confined by slits to narrow regions of the field, such
as AB, A*B!,

and A1!B'! in fig 1*

If there were a consistent

variation in the field strength from the top of the field to
the bottom,, one would expect that the peaks obtained with ions
passing through one part of the field would be shifted a few
volts from corresponding peaks for ions passing through an¬
other part of the field*

Ho such variation has been observed*

The spectrograph has been operated with the magnetic
field set at 670, 800, 960 .gauss*

Considerable work remains

to be done in selecting the optimum value of the field*
The greater the field, the narrower the spread due to thermal
velocities, but at the higher voltages it is difficult to
prevent occasional arcing in the spectrograph and the collection
problem becomes more difficult*
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The current required to heat the filament varies with
the site of the filament hut is usually about 5 amperes, and
produces a considerable field itself*

The effect of this

field is apparently negligable, however*

Resolution curves

obtained with a BQ heated filament are no better that those
obtained with an AC heated filament, and reversing the dir¬
ection of the 'DC current does not shift the peaks*
Intensity*

Few attempts have been made so far to obtain

high -intensity ion beams, attention having been directed pri¬
marily to improving the resolution*

The intensity can, of

course,- be increased by increasing the emitting area of the fil¬
ament, and ribbon and helical filaments have correspondingly
greater emission than a straight wire*

The curves included in

this paper were all taken at very low currents because the
current meter Is easier to read at low Currents than at high*
When the filament is heated past the melting point of the
Beta-Eucryptite, the emission is increased but bubbles begin
to form in the liquid coating*

f&en the bubbles brea/., they

release bunches of ions that make the meter fluctuate, and
difficult to read- accurately*
. negative currents,, i*e*, currents from ground to the
collector, that reduced 'the value of the currents as measured
0*1 the ion current meter, were traced to .secondary emission
of electrons from'the edge of the slit

to P*

These nega¬

tive currents have been eliminated by Sg, which is held at

90

v negative with respect to

dary electron emission from both

and

P*

Sg suppresses secon¬

and P*

The greatest Ion current intensity that has been obtained
so far is 1*8 microamperes through a 5 mm collecting slit,

utilising emission from only a -2 cm length of helical filament
(ten turns, of £4 gauge wire, wound on a #34 drill shaft).
With a full length filament., one can expect proportionately
greater currents, and the slit - can bo widened to include the
whole peak.

It is hoped that with improved pumps and liquid

air oil traps the resolution in curve IV can be obtained at
currents of this order of magnitude.

This would enable us

t*

to separate hi

at the rate of 2.3 miorogr&ms per hour.
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